
Q6 In an ideal world scenario what changes
do you think could make a difference to the

child or young person?
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# Responses Date

1 More trained EHCP co ordinators to keep to government timelines. Appointment of the ICT specialist at the LA to
support schools for children with SEND. Teachers having time to be trained on how best to reach children with SEND.
Better equipped schools on the Wirral to provide the equipment needed for SEND eg ICT equipment and trained staff
to use it. Physiotherapy via a local gym for teenagers to participate in to improve their physical health. Create a
wheelchair sports league providing inclusive sport . Better co ordination if the services there to be more cost effective.
Provision eg sport is scattered with what seems to be little overall organisation. Where is the transport accessibility
training gone? Train all staff to understand what legally inclusion means.

7/31/2016 10:59 AM

2 To respect the Special Educational Needs of of Young People and not to use delaying tactics to prevent them being
supported towards in independent life

7/25/2016 8:29 PM

3 Access to autism friendly whole school 7/24/2016 6:35 PM

4 An EHCP plan which actually links all services, rather than education being left to plug all the gaps left by other
services (OT, SALT, physio, etc) which are woeful in Wirral at the moment.

7/22/2016 4:32 PM

5 Educatin everyone on what ASD is, that because my daughter is not physically disabled it does not mean she can be
cured or she just needs to behave etc.

7/22/2016 2:25 PM

6 Better trained TAs in school Willingness of SENIOR SCHOOL staff to embrace the SEND reforms Stop treating
parents like the enemy and embrace inclusion and participation More openness and transparency

7/15/2016 8:12 AM

7 The Senco share the needs of the child. Regular meetings for feedback. Parents invited to participate with more
decisions so a positive relationship can be built up for support.

7/14/2016 7:27 PM

8 More activities 7/14/2016 3:52 PM

9 One 2 one education 7/14/2016 2:30 PM

10 Children/adults with mental health issues given intervention and sustained input for as long as they require it. More
supported living options with community houses close to each other available for those who want to be a part of group.
Support workers available to enable the child/adult to access the community safely and meet others in similar
circumstances. Better links between professionals so as parents do not have to constantly repeat the child's
history/difficulties etc. Schooling that meets their needs.

7/13/2016 10:46 PM

11 early intervention on a needs basis rather than dependant on diagnosis 7/13/2016 3:19 PM
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